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View from the Dome 
�

So many exciting developments to share in this issue of the Research Report! Without further delay:  

�� The May 2014 radionics workshops at the Dome have morphed a bit since first announced. By 
popular demand we are offering a two-day “basics” course and a two-day “advanced topics” class.  
If you need a refresher or are new to the instrument, the Basic Radionics course will be perfect for 
you.  However, a two-day Advanced Topics class for experienced users will provide more to 
cover and practice those procedures, as well as to identify radionic solutions to your specific, real-
world problems. Turn to the “Community Contributions” article on page 2 for examples of results 
achieved in Saskatoon this February.  You have made a big investment in your radionic equipment 
– now invest the time to maximize the benefit with a KRT workshop!

�� First installed on all new Seeker, Beacon, and Workstation instruments in 2012, the Omron 
Adjustable Timer significantly enhances the capabilities of the larger instruments!  Instead of 
having only one option, the new Omron timer is easily set to accurately time for as little as 1.2 
seconds and as long as 300 hours.  These timers are standard in new instruments, but now by 
popular demand KRT will retrofit your pre-2012 instruments with an Omron timer for a modest fee.  

�� Long time users of KRT instruments will remember that the BETAR line of Mood-o-Matic Mood Tone 
Generators (the old “ELF” products) and Focused Vibroacoustic Sound Therapy Systems were 
invented right here at the Dome.  After two years of development we are thrilled to announce the 
all-new BETAR Pro 700 amplifier.  The new amps are ready to use with all but the very earliest 
BETAR systems and come equipped with features and capabilities Dad could have only dreamed of 
in 1987. If stress, tension, depression and/or pain are part of your life, I urge try BETAR!  

�� A newly-revised Fertilizer sheet that includes radionic rates for 130 soil constituents, 
additives, supplements, and fertilizers.  Many thanks to our friend Davor for his help with this! 

�� Don’t miss the latest information on the 2014 Great Radionics Expo! Exciting developments 
include our presentation of dowser Raymon Grace, whose two-day program Stacking the Deck of 
Life in Your Favor with Intent changed my life last year.  Also new, the U.S. Psychotronics 
Association has accepted my invitation to present a slate of 8 speakers at the Expo.  In the past 
the USPA has played a pivotal role in the esoteric community, serving as a hub for scientific 
research while providing an unbiased, non-commercial forum for discussion. Today the group is 
working hard to transition to an easy access digital archives and an all-new website.  
Note: The dates for the Expo have shifted by one day, so please read the attached info carefully! 

�� Last but not least, check out what’s new in the 2014 Catalog! 

See you in Columbus! 


